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INTRODUCTION

There is strong pressure within government and within thc,

society as a whole for quantitative analysis of an ever widening

class of problems, in order to produce oblective results in a

scientific' manner. Such analyses, it is hop-d, will minimize

the extent to which the conclusions drawn depend on the "subjective"

.judgment of the analyst drawing them, and maximize the extent to

which they reflect ''objective" reality. This pressure has produced

an infatuation with computational techniques coupled with a neglect

of the conceptual principles underlying the development of those

techniques which sometimes results in their application in situations

in which the interpretation given to the results, if not the techniqies

themselves, are inappropriate. Notable examples of this have

o(-cure( in studies arising from the Vietnam war and in the study

and interpretation of various forms of domestic data, such as

criminal statistics.

One form of analysis which seems to me to be abused with

great frequency is statistical inference. Whenever data is available

in a form similar to that which would ue obtained from a process

lor which a standard statistical model and well defined analytical

techniques exist,, and the questions of interes about the real world

process producing the data are similar to questions about the

standard model which can be answcied with accepted techniques, it



is tempting to apply thless techniques to the data and to interpret

the results as though the modiel vere an adequate re pre sentati cen of

the real world procesq. This is often done even though the analyst

inv-1'jed- is 11ully aware that this standard model is not a reasonable

one for the process being studied and that the 'nterpretations

being made have objective mneaning only in the context of that

model.

Consider, for example, the problem of conmparing the fraction

of two populations having a particular character iti. based on data

obtained from a fortuitous sample of those poputations. Standard

techniques are available for testing the hypothesis that the fraction

of a given type of individual is the same in two populations, y.en a

random sample from each them, and it seems natural to use these

techniques. But if' we then find that the difference is significant, at

say, the .05 level, what have we learned ? The s atement that the

results are significant at the - 05 level means that, if the samples

were obtained by random sampling from two populations each with

the same fraction of individuals of the type in question, then the

dilffrences b)etween the samples as great as or greater than that

actually ok) ,erved wo)uld be cx pect d to occur 5To of the time. It is

only a stateinent about what we would expect given random sampling,

and says nothing directly about what we should expect if the data

were produced in a different manner. If the data avadable cannot
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reasonably be considered a random sample from anything,

statements about the statistical significance of differences between

groups occurring in that data provide, by themselves, little objective

~;U~~c b'>t 4 ht ±fc~"".In such circumstances, the best

interpretation which I can find for the statement that the data are

'statistically signiflicant' is that the author has shown that it is

unlikely that the data were produced by a particular process (in

this case, random sampling from identical populations), which is

Often one which no reasonable man would believe is the process

producing them, thcrefore he would like the reader to accept his

explanation of the data rather than other explanations which hie has

not seriously cons ide rcd

inferences drawn in this manner cannot be considered

obiective, ' since their validity in the real world depends heavilyv

on the relationship between the real world process being inivestigated

and the model from which the inferences are derived. Judgments

are required about the nature of this relationship, and] about the %Aay

n which results should be interpreted given the disc repancies

between the model and] the process being studired. These jud gmenits

a ic seldom inad e ex pli citly , anid in fact, a re somnet imies ri d ev\en

giye n se i ous conlside rat ion.

Slat istical inference, or a nyx other form of quanittat ive anralys5is,

prov ides truly bjcc t \' results onlY in very spIec ial ci rc urnstanices,
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for example, when the analyst is able to mold the process being

investigated to conform to the model used, rather than the reverse.

This is, after all, what occurs in a sample survey from a well defined

finite population using probability sampling methods, or in other

experiments in which randomization is introduced hy the experimenter.

In the analysis of the data produced as a fortuitous byproduct of some

other activity, however, statistical or other quantitative techniques

can be at best an aid to judgment, and if they are to serve this

function well, this judgment should be careful and explicit.

This is not to imply, of course, that conclusions reached

throu-gh the application of statistical techniques to data when the

assumptions on which those techniques are based are not satisfied

are necessarily wrong. That certaintly is not the case, anymore

than conclusions reached through the use of a crystal ball, astrology,

or flipping a cioin are necessarily wrong. If I flip a coin to determine

the answer to all my yes-no questions, I will, afLer all, be right

about half the time. The issue, then, is not whether a par ular

conclusion is correct or incorrect, but rather it is the basis for

confidence In that conc'lusiot. It is, it seins to me, reasonable to

base ('onfidence n a cowllusit)I on a partii oilar theory or model only

to the extent to which we art' willing to accept the axiorms or other

assumptions (exlicit ,,r implicit) of the theory )r of the model, and

the logical conisequ'nces whi('h follow fr, )m them. My (oncern over



som~e of 'Lh ('uirent uses of statist ical mnfei rnce (and other, formils

)f d1ecision anaiy sis as %keli) siterns horn the fact that conclusions

atec given theoi'et>'al JUS! I fiatiOn wkhenl in fact the assumptions

i'equired for, thi s Justi fic(atilon a re obviously violate(], and the degree_

of violation and its effects aite either' ignor-ed or glossed over.
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE MOD)EL ANI) THE PROBLEM

In problems of statistical inife rence, lack of agreement

between the model and the problemn being modeled (can occur orn

two different levels, violation of particular detailed assumptions

inhere~nt in the specific model being used, and violation of the basic

principles and concepts relating to decision in the face of uncertainty

whit h are implicit in the theory of statisti, al inference anid in decision

theory in general. The fir-st type of violation is usually easy to

identify, anid occurs, almost invariably to some degree. The

model is only an approximation of reality, and there may even be

approximations within the model itself (e. g. , approximation oit a hi nom ial

d ist ribut ion with a nornmal). In most instances, the effects of such

approximations maN not he pa-t ic ularly harmful. On the t ont r IrN

the use of approximations is, quite helpful, by eliminating or1 reducing

tedtiou coStim putation s vhic h N~o)ldl~ other~wise be requ ired )I, by. hrin gi rig

o)ut the effects of iminportarnt elements or factors in the problem mo~re

c learly than %% iuld be possible %kith a more (om plex miodel. As

either the im de I 'r the probldemi he in g mfode led becorn es inic rcas n glv

)Ilplex, howev ii, it he( (MIVs !1h reasing~v harder ( .Ind m1ore impor tant)

to) keep trat k of thc: eficetis f the appi fixitylati-in Iix-iVded, and to talkx

account of them in inierpreti ng the results. Thu ,t,( ond t

viol)ation of principles Tnplit it trn Ohc theoryN, is tinure fundamental,

and Ahenirt .*( (urs , t mnay ast oniirahlc -iout on usefull ness
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the analysis inv(lved. Tht.re is riot alVav a (lear divtdlirg lr,

l.e tkeen the tix()o, 'ut instead there may be a gradually in rea>n,

s( a.e of di+-sagreemtent b)et%%eel the s)e(.if'(c assumptions inhretnt

in tht mlodet arid rea.,)nable as>umption> about the rual "orld suth

that a,, we rnove further up the scaie it becomes i!iclrea. lng.N oll)eTc

dif'ticult t) reconcile the application of the model to the real priIleiri

%ith the basic pr I n i pies ol statist ical ii i'(rence.

Statistical inference, in prii:ple, '~etr involves dirett

ife-rice f' rom the data ob s '4,,e,.eii the r rocets. causing the data

(c. g., from the sam ple to the population n the cast, o amp1

It t msi.t-,, instead, of (cmparinLc thu observed data Aith that

cx)etett fd ?Oi Val \ on m rn tnI i al lI lt tI Ii kr edc:\ 1):rl it M t

%thich art clssumt: d t,) he adeluatt. r oets .f ...- ;iIltt .lrn t' ,

n t' - f t hi , I ls, S e V e r C . lI marinhter I I at.t. t. I.',11t'

resbults 0! Il' th: toriti'r.>orif alrt tused in thet >-.unsi-ttut!rt k : i,!' . '-

I' )i ' 11. 1 t 1e rC I I t L I t he it . i f " litv i r i i mad t a ni in 1 h .

1 1te rd i h, -I~i )>N. t tinc il 11

hl ll" c ", t%1 ti t1tar1tpo.rl "-. ,served Iata ai.t a ri n. t t -,.

a rtatI t t i' %CltFrat v 1 .' , th ' ,II. 1 ,4 . r.-!

till olt'i~ tver i f" r ' 0t)tl[ vi tl1'4;tn '' ;id l di', ! ' if . tI n1 ..-. i [

t t'a.. r;l ite (,caid h..? n ki rw d i d "l ,i.|\ i , a.j: t'n ar 'till t- ,

? .t i -I It .. , e.Ij'a 0 i, ai ,;.* ,," c .a
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of interest, then the theoretical considerations which provide

justification for the inference produced by the model (of which this

collection of predic.tive models is L-ut a part) provide no justification

for the interpretation of that inference in the real world problem. 2

= / 'm



THE USE OF PREDICTIVE MODELS

To see the way in which predictive models are used in the

development of statistical techniques, let us turn to a standard

statistical example, that of sampling from an urn filled with colored

3
balls. Assume A - have an urn containing some fixed number of

balls, say 100, and that an unknown number (possibly zero) of thcse

are red and the rest are black. We draw a random sample of balls

from the urn, and wish to use this sample as a basis for inference

about the composition of the urn. The observed data in this case

is a description of the sample, and the process producing the data

consists of sampling, according to a fixed sampling procedure,

from an urn of fixed (but unknown) composition. The class of

predictive models which is considered, therefore, should include

a predictive model which describes the way in which each possible

urn composition and sampling procedure will produce samples.

If the sample is obtained by random sampling without

replacement (i.e., when a ball is drawn from the urn it is not

replaced and so has no chance of being drawn again), and we wish

to make no a priori assumptions about the composition of the urn,

we should then consider 101 different predictive models, corresponding

to the 101 different possible urn compositions (of r red balls and

100-r black balls, 0 < r < 100), and our methc of inference should

take into account the way in which samples are produced by each of
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these predictive models, Standard statistical techniques applicable

to the problem do. in fact. do this. Fortunately, this is casier than

it may appear a' first glance, because each of these predictive mi-odcls

results in the production of samples according to a distribution of

the same form (hype rgeomet ric), and we can 1,andle them all in the

form of a single general model with a varying parameter within the

model. 5We should, however, be aware that in doing this we are,

conceptually at least, dealing not with a single model or single

process, but with 101 different predictive models of 101 different

versions of a process only ore of which is actually occurring when

we draw the balls from the urn.

The assumption of random sampling, then, and the use of

techniques based on that assumption, results in inferences based

on the comparison of the observed data with the expected outcomes

produced by predictive models of the results of random sampling

from urns of all possible compositions. If the true process producing

the data is not represented, i. e. , if the balls are obtained by some

means other than random sampling, and if the relationship butween

the actual urn composition and the sample produced by this process

i , 5 ;'nifi cantly different than the relafionshi p for random sampling,

the use of the random sampling model may lead us to totally

inappropriate conclusions, and will certainly lead to inferences

whose pe rformin rce (har~acte ri stic s ( probabil ity (f t i'rw et? ( -. ) are'(

quite different from what we expect.



But how restrictive is the assumption of random sampling?

To answer this question wre must contrast normal usage of the term

random with the much narrower and more restrictive technical

definition of "random sampling" in the statistical sense. Webster

defines the adjective "random" as meaning "lacking or seeming to

lack a regular plan, purpose, or pattern," and also gives the

additional definition "having the same probability of occurring as

every other member of a set. " The former definition, while consistent

with ordinary usage of the term ra iorn, is in contradistinction to the

statistical 4efinition of the term Random sampling, in the statistical

sense, imposes the positive requirement on the sampling proczedure

that every possible sample be equally likely, and this is far different

from the essentially negative requirement that there be no obvious

pattern or plan. The latter definition, if interpreted properly,

encompasses the statistical meaning, but if interpreted improperly,

may also imply something far different. The set whose members

must have the same probability of occurring is not the set of balls

in the urn, but rather it is the set of all possible samples (of the

size we are considering) of such balls. Thus, for example, if we

number the balls from I to 100 then choose a digit from 0 to 9 at

random and take, as a sample of size 10, all balls whose number

end.. in the digit chosen, we do not obtain a random sample. While

it is true that each ball has equal probability of being in the sample



I 1), it in nut Il -ie that -a('h sanple i - e(Luaily ikel\, inceC \.'

will bev.: otain a sample containing, say, h)oth ball 16 and ball

48.

The assumption of random sampling is, therefore, quite a

restrictive one. In applications to real data, it imposes a positive

requirement on the analyst to insure that his sampling procedure

does indeed provide a random sample or a reasonable approximation

to one, and not simply a negative requirement to insure that there

are no obvious or conscious sources of bias. It is not sufficient

that each ball in the urn have equal probability of being included in

the sample, but it must also be true that each subset of balls have

,'tlual probability of being included. That the assumptions of the

models employed be satisfied is not imply a matter of mathematical

nicety, but is a fundamental to the validity of the inference, since

the inference is only a statement about what is reasonable if the

process being observed is one of those represented by the collection

of predictive models employed. Moreover, this is true whether or

not the analyst makes explicit use of the predictive models, since

even if he uses only techniques explicitly, he is implicitly using

ti-e collection of predictive inodel I for which th mse technriques were

developed.

The problem wOULud be less serious if the miodels were self

verifying, in the sense that if the model did not ht the pr(,css
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producing the data, this would be evident from the data and would

prevent incorrect inferences from being drawn. Unfortunately,

this is seldom the case. The collection of predictive models

contained in the statistical models of many common statistical

problems is large enough to explain almost any observed data to

which the model is applied. In the case of balls drawn from an urn,

for example, the collection of predictive models representing random

sampling from all possible urn compositions is sufficient to explain

any sample of balls, so that there is no way to determine whether

or not a sample of bails drawn from an urn of unknown composition

was drawn at random on the basis of the sample alone. (W could,

on the other hand, make inferences about the randomness of the

sampling procedure given a sample of balls from an urn of known

composition. To do this we would use predictive models representing

alter-native versions of the process of sampling from the urn of fixed

composition according to the set of alternative sampling methods we

wishes to consider. In fact, given any two of the three elements of

the problem, the urn composition, sam-pling procedure, and resulting

sample, it is possible to make meaningful statements or to draw

inferences about the third. If we have known only one of the three,

however, there is little we can say about the other two.)

It is, ocourse~, possible to draw valid inferences froifl

nonra ndom samnples. In fiact, the pra (t cal diffti cult ies invol ved in
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random sampling from a very large population are such that random

sampling is seldom used in such cases. Nklhen a different sampling

procedure is used, however, the predictive models on which the

inferences is to be based should reflect the procedure actually used

and not simple one which tends to be mathematically convenient.

The basic principle underlying all statistical inference is that

w attempt tc distinguish the process actually being observed from

alternative possible versions of that process on the basis of expected

differences in the outcomes produced by these versions. The use

of predictive models which do not des(. ribe the behavior of the

alternatives among which we wish to distinguish, or of techniques

based on such models, is a cleai' violation of this principle.

Ia
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REFE ENCES AND NOTES

1. I am not condeming the use of statistical techniques to "snoop

through large amounts of data to look for possible interesting

relationships worthy of further study. Such "snooping," however,

is not statistical inference, and relationships thus found should

not be interpreted as though it were.

2. I am not concerned in this discussion with other forms of

justification often usec: in practice, such as "Everyone does it

this way and it seems to work, " "We have all this data and have

to do something with it, " or "This is what they said to do in

Stat 309B," as these make no use of, and have no bearing on,

any theoretical considerations related to the validity of the

inferences drawn.

3. This discussion illustrates an important, and sometimes overlooked,

distinction between mathematicians and most other scientists in

the way in which they relate mathematical models to the real

world. Most scientists are concerned primarily with the real

world, and usc models to help them understand it. Mathenaticians,

oi the other- hand, are often primarily co )nc erned with the models,

arld u.SC the real world t ,ain a better conceptual understanding

of the model. In this discussion I am not really mterested ill urns

filled with rtl and black balls, but in a class of nmodels whit h seen

to , (escri)c( s t ,e :11c it impotant aspe'ts of sam pling mii i



finite population. The real world picture which I draw of these

models (the urn) is simply to aid in understanding them.

4. If we do make a priori assumptions about the urn composition

(such as "at least half of the balls are red"), the composition

of collection of predictive models required will be reduced

accoi rd infgly.

-1 ttle mathematical details, the iceader sol

refer to any' elementary statistics text, such as Hodges aiL.

Lehmann, Basic Concepts of Proability and 1 tatis;tics, H1olden-Day,

1964.


